I. INTRODUCTION
Given a graph G = (V, E ) whose edges have lengths, we denote the distance between two vertices U and v by d ( u , U). For any vertex U E V and any real number r , we define N ( u , r) as the set of vertices within distance r from U . We study the following problem in this paper:
Definition 1: T h e Memory Allocation Problem INSTANCE: A graph G = (V, E ) . Every edge e E E has a length l ( e ) . Every vertex v E V is associated with a set Wmaz(v) , and w(v) are all non-negative integers. The memory allocation problem is a sub-problem of a file storage scheme we propose, which bounds file-retrieving delays in a heterogeneous information network, under both fault-free Step I : for all v E V , Let w~( v ) +-w~(v -wI(vo)), and let C + C -{vo}; repeat Step 3 until X equals 0.
T h e n the following conclusion is true: {w2(v)lv E V } is also a n optimal memory basis. Lemma 2 u 1 is a child of u2 in the tree G = (V, E ) . And {wo(v)Iv E V } is a n optimal memory basis. 
W e compute the elements of a set {k(v)Iv E V } in the follfwing way (step 1 and step 2): Step 1: f o r all v V , let R(v) + R ( v ) . Step 2: let ( r , k ) be a n element in R ( u 1 ) ; if
Step 2 until k(u1) becomes a n empty set. 
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